
Santa's Workshop
After a short vacation in early January, Santa Claus must fire up all of his elves to start making the
toys that will be distributed during the Holidays at the end of the year.  In a cost cutting measure,
Santa Claus has restricted his toy production to one of 4 different toys this year.  Some children
may complain about that and he will have to deal with it during his year-end visits to all the
shopping malls.  Right now though, he has a bigger problem, namely, trying to get his elves
working.

He can't get any production control going.  Getting the elves to work in a productive fashion is like
trying to herd cats.  At the beginning of the day the elves get brought from town to Santa's
workshop on a sleigh pulled by reindeer. Each sled holds two elves. The elves are generally unruly
and do not wait in line for the sleigh. Instead as soon as the sleigh pulls up, the elves climb over
each other to get on the sleigh, getOn. The trained reindeer will not leave unless there are two
elves on board. The sleigh travels to Santa's workshop, toWorkshop, where the two elves will get
off, getOff. When the last elf arrives at the workshop, Santa sounds the whistle, tweet, and the
elves begin their workday, startWork.

One of Santa's production problems is that the elves pay little attention to the type of toys that must
be produced.  When an elf wants to work on a toy, the elf knocks on the storeroom door, knock.
Santa will open the door if no elf is already in the storeroom or when an elf in the storeroom is
ready to leave after dropping off a finished toy, dropToy, picking up a parts kit or both. When the
door opens, openStoreroom, the elf inside the storeroom, if there is one, will leave, exitStoreroom,
before the elf who knocked will enter, enterStoreroom. If more than one elf has knocked on the
door anyone of them can go in just like getting on the sleigh in the morning. Santa will close the
door, closeStoreroom, and say something about which toy to build, makeToy[1..4], which the elf
ignores. The elf randomly select a parts kit for one of the toys to make, getKit[1..4]. Whatever kit
the elf picks, that's what he or she builds. Santa will open the door and the elf brings the parts kit to
a workbench in the workshop.

With all of Santa's elves working in the storeroom is gets rather noisy. The elves also get distracted
easily and start wrestling on the floor, wrestle, telling jokes, tellJoke, or otherwise just goofing off,
goofOff. (Santa's elves are a curious bunch in that they do not seem to mind doing these things
individually without interacting with other elves.)

On a positive note, they do at some point finish making the toy, makeToy, and return it to the
storeroom for safekeeping. The elf must again knock on the door to get into the storeroom. When
Santa opens the door, the elf will go in and put down the finished toy. Santa adds the newly built
toy to the day's production total. Santa starts closing the workshop when 10 toys are built. (To limit
model complexity, Santa only tracks the total number of toys built and not the individual types.)   If
the workshop is still open Santa will tell the elf which type of toy to build and the elf will again
ignore Santa. If Santa is trying to close the workshop for the day, he tells the elf to go home,
goHome.

Just as they came to work in the morning, the elves get taken back to town in the reindeer-pulled
sleigh that holds two elves. The sleigh leaves the workshop when two elves are on board. When
the last elf leaves the workshop, Santa locks up, lockUp, and goes home to dinner with Mrs. Claus,
haveDinner.



You are to simulate this somewhat chaotic state of affairs at the North Pole Workshop.  First, model
this system as a finite state process. Create a structure diagram for your model.  Even though
Santa has hundreds of elves on the staff there never seem to be more than four actually working
on building a toy so you do not need to model more than these four running concurrently in the
workshop.  In addition to the elves, ELF, you will also need to model Santa, SANTA, the storeroom,
STOREROOM, and the transportation sleighs, SLED. The correct number of these components should
be placed into a parallel composition for Santa's workshop, WORKSHOP.

After modeling this system, write an implementation in Java or C++ of a multi-threaded simulation
of Santa's workshop.  Be sure that your output statements show the progress of each elf through
the day including getting on and off the sleigh in the morning, interactions with Santa in the
storeroom, working on toys, goofing around, and going back to town at the end of the day.

For your implementation (but not the model), it is important to note that the elves work at varying
speeds.  It can take an elf between 1 and 5 hours to build a toy.  Santa does not understand why
but there is no correspondence between the toy being built and the time taken.  Your
implementation can simulate time at 1 second per hour. It also takes 15 minutes to travel on the
sleigh between town and Santa's workshop.

When the workshop is completely closed, your implementation displays a work summary for the
day as

    W toy 1 made
  X toy 2 made
  Y toy 3 made
  Z toy 4 made

where W, X, Y, and Z are the inventory made that day.

Run several tests on your implementation. Capture the output in a file named test.out.  Annotate,
i.e. edit, this file to make it clear where one test begins and ends by providing descriptive text
before the output for each test.  Also, insert annotation within the output to highlight the correct
operation of the system for the multiple tests that you run.  The annotation should be equivalent to
what you would say if you were showing the output to your instructor on your computer screen. 
Place the annotation in the test output at the same line of output where you would put your finger
on the screen when explaining the tests to your instructor.  It is your responsibility to demonstrate
via the information in the test.out file that your program correctly performs this simulation.  Your
instructor will ignore unannotated output. The implementation must correctly simulate the model
and ensure that the elves do their work and go home when the shop closes.

Your deliverables for this assignment are:

1. Model Santa's workshop in FSP following the modeling standard, create a structure diagram
for the system, compile the model in LTSA, and manually trace the model to ensure correct
operation.  Be sure to follow the instructions for documenting FSP models for this course.

2. Implement the model in either C++ or Java, following the appropriate source code standard
(Java, C++).

3. Document the running of the implementation in your test output.
4. Include a file readme.txt that contains instructions on how to compile, link, and execute

your program.
5. A Makefile, shell script or batch file to do the build operation must be included. 

http://www.se.rit.edu/~se441/UnitActivities/Standards/fsp_doc_reqts.htm
http://www.se.rit.edu/~se441/UnitActivities/Standards/fsp_doc_reqts.htm
http://www.se.rit.edu/~se441/UnitActivities/Standards/CodeConventions.pdf
http://www.se.rit.edu/~se441/UnitActivities/Standards/c++standard.pdf


Notes:

1. Many of the actions needed in this system are specified in the description above. This is
probably not the full set of actions in the system, and you will most likely need to add
additional actions. You will also need to use process labeling for composing multiple copies
of the elves and sleds in the final workshop composition.

2. There should always be an even number of elves in the system. This will ensure that the
sleigh can always be full when it travels between town and the workshop. Start with two elves
and when that is working increase to four elves.

3. The quota of toys for the day should be easily changed in the model. This will allow you to cut
back if you run into problems with the LTSA running out of memory.

4. Assume that there are two sleighs in the system--one traveling in each direction. When a sled
drops off its elf passengers at the workshop or in town, it travels empty back to the other
location to pick up more elves.

5. Even though time is not a factor in this system, you will want to employ time when you
implement the model. Place an appropriate delay interval for the pause action.

6. A text interface will be sufficient for this program; if your team is ambitious, you can create a
GUI front-end, but this won't be worth much if the machine (or the model) malfunctions.
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